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Pacific Solutions and Leximancer
What is Leximancer?
Leximancer is a Vista and Mac compatible qualitative research analysis program that allows you to
map themes, concepts and their associated relationships from a body of text. It is a concept mining tool offering
objective, actionable insight in the form of visually compelling concept maps, dashboard reports and other
xml exports. Leximancer is used in over 100 academic establishments world-wide.

Are your transcripts Leximancer compatible?
Concept Map

					
Pacific Solutions is a Leximancer reseller in the academic
market. Pacific Solutions has undertaken Leximancer
training, and is able to provide compatible transcripts of any
text based source that you need to analyse. This means
that once we have completed your transcript, it can simply
be imported straight into Leximancer, saving your time for
indepth analysis.
Insight Ranked Lists

Can you provide any other services with Leximancer?
We are able to assist your qualitative research project by providing basic
reports and analysis. For more information, visit our partners page at:
http://www.pacificsolutions.com.au/partners.php

I would like to use Leximancer to analyse my transcripts. How much
does it cost to purchase the software?
The Leximancer Academic Licence Programme provides the following pricing
options (GST inclusive):
Academic Annual Licence is $750 (AUD) for one year
Academic Perpetual Licence is $1500 (AUD)

Universities using Leximancer
site-wide include:
University of Queensland
Queensland University of Technology
University of Western Sydney
University of New England
Griffith University

Contact enquiries@pacificsolutions.com.au for further information.
Purchase from Pacific Solutions and receive $100 credit towards your next
transcript (Valid for 1 month from date of licence purchase).
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